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The Greater Boston Chapter of ASSP held their annual student fundraiser
on Friday, October 22 at Juniper Hills Golf Course.  With almost 60
golfers in attendance on a beautiful 70 degree day, the competition was
exciting with the top 3 teams posting a -13, -12 and a -10.  Individual
golfers were recognized by wining their contests for longest drive, and
closest to the pin contests. The winning team from 12 Points led by
Francesca Federico (and her ringer…!)  was a new addition to our group
and we hope they stay engaged with us for years to come. During the
lunch and recognition ceremony Francesca reinforced the opportunity for
more female golfers to attend and encouraged each team to recruit more
female golfers to their teams. That message is strongly supported by the
BOSGO host committee.  
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Registration table with Miki Alroy, BOSGO Chair, John Spath, Past-
President, Cesar Morocho, UMass Lowell Student Section President

and Shawna Fraser, Chapter Secretary.



Special thanks to BOSGO
Chair Miki Alroy for his
leadership in organizing the
event and introducing a new
website for registering teams
and sponsors. His foresight
and knowledge of the
technology will make hosting
and registering for the event
easier for all in the years to
come.  Thanks to the chapter
leadership in recruiting
sponsors and golfers. 

A Message from the GBC ASSP
President Pete Turner

     It's an exciting time to be serving in the role of president. Taking a moment to thank the executive leadership as well as
those involved in the planning of this year's successful scholarship BOSGO golf outing. 
    If you're sitting in the sidelines wondering how to get involved, I can point to a couple of excellent examples of success
we've had the last couple of years.  
     First, Through the hard work and dedication of our student president Caesar Morocho, we have successfully recruited and
grown the student Chapter. Second, the women in safety excellence specialty group continues to grow under the leadership
of Shawna Fraser. 
    Finally, a new focus area for this year is to engage and grow our young member’s section.  If one of these projects interest
you, please reach out to me or any member of the executive board. We are hoping to get back to in person meetings in the
next quarter. 

Best Regards, 
Pete Turner - GBC President
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Congratulations Closest to the Pin 
Winner Mark DeJohn!! 
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Greetings Greater Boston Chapter,


